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ABSTRACT

In dialogue systems, speech recognition errors force the user to
repeat information resulting in more turns, lower dialogue
efficiency and maybe complete failure. Higher level information
such as history, expectation, discourse knowledge and pragmatics
can improve performance but are hard to quantify and effectively
include in the recognition process. In this paper, dialogue
expectation is used to improve recognition. By permitting the
dialogue manager to guide the interaction it is possible to track the
dialogue state and thus estimate the expected semantic content of
the user’s response. The parser is allowed to process a large
number of sentences provided by the decoder. Expectation is used
as an effective criterion for selecting among competing hypotheses.
This approach was tested with a simple flight reservation task and
results show improvement in concept recognition without adding
significant computation.

1. INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW
In dialogue systems with spoken input, cases often arise where the
speech recognizer has difficulty classifying between several
alternative word sequences. Even human experts make speech
recognition errors [1]. Due to the complexity of the search space,
it is now generally agreed that the exclusive use of acoustic
information in reaching decision on hypothesized word sequences
is not a successful technique and it cannot perform satisfactorily in
realistic applications. The addition of linguistic knowledge
through the use of grammatical constraints (statistical or phrase
structure constraints) has helped reduce the search space and
improve the recognition rate considerably [2].

There exist many other knowledge sources besides syntax and
semantics. Typically, these are clustered into the category of
pragmatic knowledge. Pragmatic knowledge includes inferring
and tracking user plans, using context across clause and sentence
boundaries, determining local and global constraints on utterances
and dealing with definite and pronominal references. Work in
natural language processing has shown that pragmatic knowledge
sources are important for understanding language. People
communicate in order to accomplish goals, and the structure of the
plans to accomplish them is well-understood [3].

In this paper we use discourse and pragmatic knowledge to
generate expectations for the meaning of a user utterance in order
to assist in the selection of the best hypothesis that matches the

current dialogue state. Previous work on these issues has come
from research in speech recognition and plan recognition  [4].

In the context of human-machine spoken dialogues, Fink and
Biermann [5] use historical information about a set of past
dialogues to infer a general dialogue structure. This general
structure is then used to predict the meaning of utterances in the
current dialogue. At any given point in a dialogue, only a subset of
all possible meanings is expected, which has been observed in the
same context in previous dialogues. However, this history-based
expectation was only applied on a single output of the recognizer,
which was the best choice of the decoder.

In another approach, Mudler and Paulus [6] interleave the
generation and verification of expectations. Thus, once a partial
recognition of a sentence has occurred, subsequent expectations
based on this partial recognition are generated and used in
recognizing the next portion of the utterance. This way, they
obtained improvement in error rates, but they used expectations
from only the lexical level. Higher level knowledge was not
applied to the task.

The utility of high-level dialogue knowledge in assisting with
speech recognition was first demonstrated in the MINDS system
[7]. There, reduced word error rates and large reductions in
perplexity were achieved by utilizing a dialogue structure that
could track the active goals, topics and user knowledge possible in
a given dialogue state. That knowledge was used to dynamically
create a semantic case-frame network, whose transitions were used
in generating the predictions used to constrain the word sequences
allowed by the recognizer. Error rate reduction was achieved with
the cost of a multi-pass recognition process with layered levels of
expectations and by progressively loosening constraints to form
more general ones until an acceptable recognition confidence was
achieved.

Recently, there have been some efforts to include dialogue
predictions in the n-gram language model: Popovici et al [8]
defined the dialogue state by the system question presented to the
user. Using this simple approach, the language model training
corpus is split according to the dialogue states and a separate
language model for each dialogue state is then trained. One of the
main drawbacks of this approach is that, with the very limited
amount of training material in the domain of automatic inquiry
systems, the size of the training corpus for each dialogue state is
very small and several dialogue states might even remain
unobserved in the training material. To overcome this problem
they use a global context-independent model as a back-off.
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Wessel et al [9] proposed a linear interpolation of all dialogue-
state dependent language models and a global language model for
each dialogue state. They used the Expectation Maximization (EM)
algorithm to train the interpolation weights of his model. In [10]
Gorin et al estimated a general language model from human-
human data and used it in a system to produce human-machine
data, which were split to training, development and test sets for
each dialogue state. They used Viterbi training to obtain a state-
dependent model from the general model using the training data
sets. They used the development sets to estimate the interpolation
parameters of the state-dependent model and the general model.
All these approaches restrict the dialogue manager to assume that,
at a particular point in the dialogue, the user will say only what
previously encountered there and will react accordingly.

In our approach the user is not restricted to specific responses. We
use the conventional tri-gram language model in the recognition
process. Moreover, we use the word graph, which is a compact
representation of plausible alternative sentence hypotheses. In
order to increase the possibility of correct recognition we pass all
these hypotheses to the parser and evaluate the semantic content of
each parse to select the best hypothesis that matches the
expectations. Section 2 describes our architecture for the spoken
dialogue system, and in section 3 we describe how we generate the
dialogue expectations. Experimental results for flight reservation
task are reported in section 4. Section 5 has the final conclusion
and directions for future work.

2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The structure of the dialogue system is depicted on Figure 1 where
the different modules used in the system are shown. Sphinx-II was
the speech recognizer used [11]. The produced word lattice output
was mapped into a word graph after removing redundancy caused
by same word sequences occurring at different timing instances.

Database

Figure 1: System architecture.

All the paths through the word graph are passed to the parser. We
used Phoenix [12], a robust parser, to map the recognizer output
onto a sequence of semantic frames. Slots in a frame represent the
information that is relevant to the action. Each slot has an
associated context-free semantic grammar that specifies word
string patterns that match the slot.

The Dialogue Manager controls the system's interaction with the
user and decides what action will be taken at each step in the
interaction. The Dialogue Manager has several additional
functions: It selects from the parser output the best interpretation
that matches the expectation, it resolves ambiguities in this
interpretation, it integrates input interpretation with dialogue
context, it builds database queries, and it prompts the user for
missing information. Finally the speech synthesizer maps this
prompt to a speech output. 

3. DIALOGUE EXPECTATIONS
GENERATION

Predictions are derived from what we know about the current state
of the dialogue. In some sense, predictions cover everything we
expect to happen, and exclude events which are unlikely to happen.
To be able to create predictions we use two data structures in our
system:

1) Knowledge base of domain concepts, which represent all
objects and their attributes in the domain. We used the
standard frame-based representation to represent this
knowledge base. Each possible utterance will map into a
combination of domain concepts, which constitute the
meaning of that utterance.

2) Hierarchical goal trees, which represent a hierarchy of all
possible abstract goals the user may have during the dialogue.
Each goal node is characterized by the possible sub-goals it
can be decomposed into, and a set of domain concepts
involved in trying to achieve this goal.

When an input utterance is processed, we first try to determine
which goal states are targeted by the present interaction. During
one interaction cycle, several goal states may be completed and
many new goal states may be initiated. It is possible that an
assumed goal state is not being pursued by the user. To deal with
these ambiguities, we use a selection algorithm. Based on the
information we have, we select the most likely plan step to be
executed next. If the current goal is not complete, then our most
likely plan step will attempt to complete the current goal. If the
current goal is satisfied, we identify the next goal states to which a
user could transit to. The result of tracking the goal states is a list
of potential goals and sub-goals which a user will try to complete
in the current utterance. Concepts of the task domain associated
with each goal are those a user will refer to when trying to satisfy
the current goal [7].

We included in the generated predictions the possibility of
discourse plans, which can be classified as clarifications,
confirmations and corrections. When speakers interact naturally,
even cooperative users, they tend to digress and clarify. Discourse
plans describe these digressions. A Clarification sub-dialogue
either modifies the last input or requests an explanation of the
response. After each interaction, the information available for
reference in a clarification subdialogue comprises the objects and
attributes contained in the immediately preceding turn.
Confirmation subdialogues can only occur at the end of a subtask,
or when a domain subtree is complete. Correction subdialogues
are initiated under two conditions: when a confirmation fails or
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when there is a plan failure and both serve to reactivate a
completed portion of the domain tree. When a plan fails, all the
specifications up to the point of failure become reactivated, when
a correction is initiated in response to a confirmation failure, the
relevant nodes are already activated and only the node where the
failure occurred and nodes that are related to it are available for
reference and reexamination during the correction subdialogue.

By tracking progress in the goal tree, it is possible at each point in
the dialogue to predict user responses and the type of discourse
action being pursued [13].

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We tested our system with a simple task for flight reservation. In
this task, four parameters needed to be specified: The departure
city (p), the arrival city (a), the departure time (t), and departure
date (d). The system prompt can be a request for some parameter
values (R) or a confirmation of some parameter (C). This way, in
each dialogue turn the system prediction of the user’s reply could
be one of 32 possibilities (2x24). For example the prediction {Cp
& Ca} is a confirmation for the departure city and arrival city.
After parsing all the paths of the word graph output of the
recognizer we select the candidate sentences which have the
maximum number of words included in the parse tree, with
minimum number of slots that group them. The motivation of this
selection criteria is that some recognition errors, if they happen to
occur inside the word string patterns that match the slot, will split
it into two other slots or may cause the whole slot to be
completely undetected if the pattern after the error is not included
in grammar. For example:

User utterance:
"I need a flight from Miami to Boston two days after
Christmas"

Recognizer output (i):
I_need flight from Miami to Boston two days after Christmas

Parser output (i):

Flight_Constraints:[departloc] ( FROM  [Location] ( [city]
( [City_Name] ( MIAMI ) ) ) )

Flight_Constraints:[arriveloc] ( TO  [Location] ( [city]
( [City_Name] ( BOSTON ) ) ) )

Flight_Constraints:[Date_Time] ( [Date] ( [Date_Relative]
( [date_offset] ( [day_offset] ( [Number] ( TWO ) ) DAYS )
[_days_after] ( AFTER ) ) )  [holiday] ( [holiday_name]
( CHRISTMAS ) ) )

Recognizer output (j):
I_need flight from Miami to Boston two days other Christmas

Parser output(j):

Flight_Constraints:[departloc] ( FROM [Location] ( [city]
( [City_Name] ( MIAMI ) ) ) )
Flight_Constraints:[arriveloc] ( TO  [Location] ( [city]
( [City_Name] ( BOSTON ) ) ) ) )

Flight_Constraints:[Time_Range] (  [Time] ( [Hour]
( TWO ) ) )

Flight_Constraints:[Date_Time] ( [Date] ( [holiday]
( [holiday_name] ( CHRISTMAS ) ) ) )

According to our selection criteria parse (j) will be burned in favor
of the parse (i).

Then we use dialogue predictions to select from the remaining
candidates. For example we may be in a dialogue state where we
have obtained all the information of the flight but the date is still
missing, and have received the following two parsed candidates:

User utterance:
" anything after two days would be ok"

Recognizer output (i):
anything after two  days is_the  ok

Parser output (i):

Flight_Constraints:[Date] ( [Date_Relative]
( AFTER  [date_offset] ( [day_offset]
( [Number] ( TWO ) DAYS  ) ) ) )

 Recognizer output(j):
anything after two ways is_the u_k.

Parser output (j):

Flight_Constraints:[Time_Range] ( ANYTHING
[after] ( AFTER ) [Start_Time]
( [time_spec] ( [Time] ( [Hour]
( TWO ) ) ) ) )

In this case, parse (i) is selected, as it would be included in the
prediction list, in favor of parse (j).

The proposed changes to the baseline system were tested with a
set of experiments, which included ten dialogue scenarios for
booking a flight from Miami to Boston that differed in the format
and value of the date and time specification. Users were presented
with a list of 20 dialogue tasks, comprising the ten dialogue
scenarios repeated twice and shuffled in a random order. Each
dialogue task scenario was analyzed both with the baseline system
and by the proposed enhanced system. We tried to randomize the
usage of the scenarios between the two systems as much as
possible. A total of 120 dialogues were conducted with the system
and the user input and system prompts were collected for further
analysis.

System performance was measured with two parameters:



a) the number of dialogue turns needed for task completion

b) the dialogue success rate (with no corrections permitted)

Parameter (b) reflected weather the database query generated by
the system was correct or not, as we were primarily concerned
with understanding errors not word-level errors. Table I,
summarizes the results of the experiment for the two systems.

Table I. Comparison of System Performance

Average number of
turns

% of Successful
Dialogues

Baseline system 2.35 68.3%

Proposed system 2.21 75%

As it can be seen from the Table, by using expectations in
sentence selection it yielded 6% fewer average number of dialogue
turns than that of the basic system. Moreover, the dialogue success
rate of the proposed system was superior to that of the baseline
system by 9.8%.  We also noted that only in just two dialogues of
the total of 120 (1.67%) the inclusion of expectation in the
recognition process had a negative effect. In all remaining cases, it
was either beneficial, or non-consequential. In either case,
however, the overall system performance improved markedly. One
other important result is that the execution time of the Expectation
system was only 1.05 of the Basic system. Such a small increase
in computational time required for parsing all word graphs was
largely unnoticed by the subjects in the experiment.

5. CONCLUSION
In speech understanding systems it is often the case that the
sentence produced by the decoder with the highest recognition
probability may not be the best choice for extracting the intended
concepts. Lower ranking hypotheses may present better
alternatives. In a dialogue application, the proposed system uses
the recognized word graph to pass all the hypothesized sentences
to the parser. This way, the possibility of including the correct
word sequence is increased. Dialogue expectations are generated
and used to select the most appropriate sentence from these
hypotheses. This approach results in improvement both in the rate
of successful dialogues as well as in the number of turns for task
completion. This method could be particularly effective in more
complex tasks with many dialogue states. There, expectations
could be especially useful in selecting among large numbers of
different hypotheses. Currently, a confidence measure extracted
from the input acoustic information is being utilized into the
formulation of expectations. This should allow for more accurate
expectation.
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